Unauthorized disclosure—the communication or physical transfer of classified or controlled unclassified information to an unauthorized recipient—is an ongoing national security concern. (DoDM 5200.01)

In collaboration with DoD’s Counter-Insider Threat Program and the National Insider Threat Task Force, the Threat Lab created this graphic novel to raise awareness of the harm that unauthorized disclosures may cause and help to prevent these damaging events.
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They never get it quite right, ya know? War movies are all gunfights and explosions.

Yeah, but it sure looks cool!

Cool ain't reality, man. In Afghanistan I only fired my rifle at the range!

My war movie would be titled "Guard Duty: Story of the Sentry."

Yeah, yeah, real box office dynamite.

What are you looking at—Is that meet+cute? Ha ha! Yeah... my sister matched with her husband on it.

You have been gone a long time. You should try this brand new app. - Whoa!

What?!

That's Brandi McCall! She's got a huge flutter following. She's kind of a celebrity online. She was really big a few years ago but quiet lately. That's the Internet. -- You're big one minute and replaced by a cat photo the next.

No way that's her—Gotta be a fake.

Yeah, probably. Swipe right anyway!

Whoa... I mean, still probably a bot right?

Maybe, but if it's not... you have to see if it's legit. Her mom is a big time movie producer.

Yeah... Maybe this is how you get 'Guard Duty' made!
...AND SO YOU NEED TO GRAB THE ULTRA POWER-UP BEFORE YOU BEAT THE GAME’S MAIN BOSS.

HE’S GOT THESE HUGE SWORDS THAT...

MMM! HMM...

WOW! IT’S GETTING PRETTY LATE...

OH... WELL... I UH... GUESS...

YEAH, I HAVE AN EARLY--

SO... UH...

SO... OH!

I HAVE A COUPLE CRAZY STORIES FROM AFGHANISTAN. WANNA HEAR THEM?

AFGHANISTAN? WHERE’S THAT AGAIN?

YOU DON’T...? OK, I GET YOU HAVE YOUR OWN LIFE, BUT THERE’S SO MUCH HAPPENING OVER THERE THAT PEOPLE NEVER HEAR ABOUT, REAL THINGS -- LIFE OR DEATH ALL THE TIME.

LIFE OR DEATH, HUH?
OH YEAH! I WENT ON SOME PRETTY COOL MISSIONS OVER THERE.

MMM HMMM...

YEAH, I MEAN, I WASN'T SPECIAL OPS OR ANYTHING, BUT I SAW SOME THINGS.

LEFT THE WIRE?

YEAH-- I LEFT THE WIRE A FEW TIMES, MIXED IT UP WITH THE LOCALS.

HA! DID YOU EVEN LEAVE THE BASE?

THAT'S WHAT WE CALLED LEAVING THE BASE. WE COULDN'T JUST LEAVE WHENEVER, WE NEEDED PERMISSION... OR A MISSION.

NICE RHYME. ANY MISSIONS?

THANKS! YEAH, THERE WAS THIS ONE TIME I LEFT THE BASE FOR A KLE...

WHAT'S A KLE?

KEY LEADER ENGAGEMENT. IT'S WHEN WE MET WITH LOCAL AFGHAN LEADERS TO TALK ABOUT IMPORTANT ISSUES. IT WAS GREAT!

SO ANYWAY, WE WERE OUT ON THIS KLE...
"...So the dinner is over and we get some time to mingle. One Afghan businessman, Aazar, talked with me. He actually knew some English!"

"We walked into another room and talked, and Aazar was super excited. He owned a radio station in town that was funded by the US."

"Ooh, a local celebrity, huh?"

"In that town, yes, I wasn’t supposed to, but I took a photo with him, we don’t get to talk much with the locals, and Aazar seemed cool."

"A second later, this old buddy of mine walks into the room, he went into intel, CIA or something, and I hadn’t seen him in a long time. He glared at me and walked Aazar out."

"Whoa, so was Aazar some kind of spy?"

"Yeah, I read a classified report about him."

"Pics or it didn’t happen."

"Aww, he looks kinda cute."

"Yeah, but look— you can’t tell anyone this story, ok?"

"Totally happened. See? He showed me a baseball cap from another KLE. He was very proud of it."

"Of course... my lips are sealed."
TWO WEEKS LATER...
AFGHANISTAN.

OMG this is crazy!!!

this is cool.

Posted 2 weeks ago by Brandi McCall

راديو ستريشن
THIS IS THE MOUTHPIECE OF TRAITORS. SEE WHAT HAPPENS TO TRAITORS.
HELLO?

HUNTER MAISLEY! REPORT TO BASE IMMEDIATELY. WE NEED TO TALK.

SIR?

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH TROUBLE YOU’RE IN?

HUNTER MAISLEY—YOU’RE UNDER ARREST.

WE WERE TIPPED OFF FROM THE FIELD THAT SOMEONE LEAKED AN ASSET’S IDENTITY.

IT WASN’T HARD TO FIND OUT WHO...

WE CAN’T FIND OUR ASSET, AND OTHER ASSETS AREN’T TALKING TO US. THEY DON’T TRUST US TO KEEP THEM SAFE.

HUNTER MAISLEY, YOU’VE BEEN CONVICTED OF THE UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION. YOU WILLFULLY VIOLATED THE TRUST THAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT PLACED IN YOU. YOU ENDANGERED U.S. PERSONNEL AND NATIONAL SECURITY, AND YOU PUT LIVES AT RISK.

IF YOU HAD TAKEN SECURITY SERIOUSLY, YOU’D STILL BE WEARING THAT UNIFORM TOMORROW. INSTEAD, YOU’LL BE WEARING A VERY DIFFERENT UNIFORM FOR THE NEXT FEW YEARS.

I NEVER... I NEVER THOUGHT THIS COULD HAPPEN...

THE END
The Threat Lab: A Brief History

The Defense Personnel and Security Research Center (PERSEREC) founded The Threat Lab in 2018 to realize the DoD Counter-Insider Threat Program Director’s vision to incorporate the social and behavioral sciences into the mission space. Our team is headquartered in Seaside, California, and includes psychologists, sociologists, policy analysts, computer scientists, and other subject matter experts committed to workforce protection.

Our business model is simple: We work with stakeholders to transform operational challenges into actionable research questions. We then design and execute research projects that result in accessible, concise findings and recommendations that we integrate into training and awareness materials for organizations to use as-is or customize for their own purposes.

For more information or to request a briefing, please email us at dodhra.ThreatLab@mail.mil